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Abstract-Combining support for single display collaboration
with support for asynchronous and remote collaboration in one
groupware challenges some basic assumptions of application
design and brings up new requirements for application platforms.
While user accounts are central in many kinds of groupware, they
are not respected in groupware support for multi-user singlescreen interaction. Current support for this interaction paradigm
does not allow users to act on their own behalf; they have to act
on behalf of a host user.
We suggest an approach to distinguish the interactions with
different users in multi-user single-screen scenarios. Our approach enables applications to link actions to the acting user's
account. We describe the integration of suggested concepts in the
groupware ProjectTalk, an application for managing XP projects
that supports multi-user single-screen interaction. All interacting
users are allowed to work with ProjectTalk on their own behalf.
I. INTRODUCTION

User accounts are central to many kinds of groupware, for
example, to asynchronous groupware such as Wikis [1] or
project management applications. These kinds of groupware
usually support collaboration amongst individuals contributing
at different times and from different places [2], [3]. Typically
users are required to log in first-enabling personalization
of content, access restriction, or tracing a user's activities.
However, these groupware system rely on single-user singledisplay interaction, that is, application clients are used by one
user at a time.
This assumption does not hold true for Single Display
Groupware (SDG) [4] or screen sharing technologies such as
Virtual Network Computing (VNC) [5]. The former supports
close collaboration of co-present users by allowing them to
interact with an application on a single display simultaneously.
The latter allows remote users to look at the same screen from
another computer desktop. In the following, the term multiuser single-screen interaction refers to interaction scenarios
where multiple users interact with the same screen, shared
either locally or remotely.
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Hasso Plattner Design Thinking Research Program for our project "Agile Software Development
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Combining support for single display collaboration with
support for asynchronous and remote collaboration in one
groupware challenges some basic assumptions of application
design and brings up new requirements for application platforms. While many groupware systems typically build on a
user account concept, current approaches to support multi-user
single-screen interaction do not allow users to act on their own
behalf. Users rather act on behalf of the user who logged on
before. As one important consequence, users are not allowed
to perform the same set of actions as they would be when
acting on their own behalf.
In this paper, we suggest an approach for supporting both
paradigms adequately. We present concepts to distinguish
actions of different users and describe how these actions can
be linked to the acting user's account. The suggested approach
was successfully employed in a groupware called ProjectTalk
illustrated in Fig. 1, which supports both synchronous and
asynchronous collaboration scenarios. We designed and de-
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Figure 1. Two users are interacting with ProjectTalk where each of them
is represented by a mouse cursor. One of the users (right mouse cursor) is
reque sted to initially provide usemame and password . The other user (left
mouse cursor) is informed about missing privileges to change a user story.
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Figure 2. Different concepts of multi-user software: (a) In classic SDG applications, multiple input devices are available but without user details; (b) in
client-server applications, user information are available to the server but users cannot share an application instance; (c) with our approach user information
are transported from input devices to the server.

veloped ProjectTalk to support team activiues of Extreme
Programming (XP) projects [6] such as writing user stories
or planning iterations. As these activities require close cooperation of all participants, our application supports multiuser single-screen interaction. Remote team members can join
ProjectTalk sessions by using screen sharing technology. In
ProjectTalk, all collaborators either co-present or remote can
act on their own behalf.
Section II describes ProjectTalk as a sample groupware supporting multi-user single-screen interaction. By means of covered scenarios, we describe limitations of current approaches
to support multi-user single-screen interaction. In Section III,
we introduce our approach to distinguish interactions with
different users and present required extensions to the Squeak
application platform. Section IV describes how actions can be
linked to the acting user and how this approach is integrated
into ProjectTalk. In Section V, we discuss existing SDG
frameworks and related remote collaboration approaches.
II. MERGING CHARACTERISTICS OF ASYNCHRONOUS
GROUPWARE AND SINGLE DISPLAY GROUPWARE

ProjectTalk is an asynchronous groupware (Fig. 2b,c) that
we designed and implemented in the course of our research
activities. It facilitates collaborative activities in XP teams. To
enable spontaneous interaction, ProjectTalk was also designed
to support single-display multi-user interaction (Fig. 2a,c). The
application was built in Squeak Smalltalk utilizing Morphic as
the standard GUI framework.
A. ProjectTalk: A Case Study

Close collaboration and communication among team members and the customer is vital In XP projects. All team
members and the customer regularly reflect on the project's
status and plan future releases. Participants discuss feature
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requests and develop a common understanding of the required
functionality.
Traditionally XP teams heavily rely on physical tools for
communication and organization like index cards, whiteboards
and post-it notes. Their main tool is the user story card,
a small index card with a short, textual description of an
application feature. These cards are pinned on a whiteboard
and form the basis for a common understanding. Bringing
all these information from the physical whiteboard into the
digital world would enable a multitude of new possibilities,
such as having unbounded space or support for full text
search. Additionally it enables remote collaboration, because
virtual whiteboards, unlike physical ones, can be shared over
computer networks.
By employing SDG concepts, we provide XP teams with
interaction characteristics similar to working with physical
tools (Fig. 3). By using physical tools such as whiteboards
and index cards, team members are able to act independently
of one another without the need to synchronize on pens,
for example. Traditional applications, however, only support
interaction with one user at a time. The need to synchronize
on application control impedes spontaneous interaction and
reduces social dynamic in comparison to a physical whiteboard. Therefore we enable multiple users to interact with the
application independently. To further increase the dynamic of
a session, users are able to join or leave a session at any time.
We also incorporated screen sharing technology to support
distributed XP teams (Fig. 2c). Remote team members can
share planning sessions, for example, and interact with the
same shared screen. Screen sharing technology such as VNC
is a simple approach to support synchronous remote collaboration. Still, it allows participants to see others interacting and
does not require modifications to the application.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the application: Multiple users, represented on the screen by colored mouse cursors, interact with a virtual whiteboard. Every user
may open its own context menu.

B. Issues concerning User Accounts

Traditional applications assume that only one user interacts
with one computer at a time. This assumption results in wellknow login screens requiring users to log in before they can
use provided functionality. After having logged in, all further
actions of users are associated with their respective digital
identity.
When multiple users interact with a single screen, the application is unable to distinguish acting users. These restrictions
of current concepts lead to issues concerning authorization and
traceability. Fig. 4 depicts a typical multi-user single-screen
scenario. In this scenario, the application is unable to make a
reasonable decision whether the user is privileged to perform
the desired action as the application does not know who the
the currently acting user is. By using current approaches, all
users actually act on behalf of a host user, the one who logged
in before. This gives all acting users the same privileges in
the described scenario . The inability to distinguish multiple
acting users does not only lead to undesired modifications, but
also to unintended restrictions of users. When, for example,
users want access to previous projects for analysis purposes,
they might be unable to open the projects as the host user
is not privileged for accessing this information. As another
consequence of application actions not being linked to the
acting user, tracing data of user action become unreliable.
It is impossible to find out who modified certain important
information.
The examples described above show that it is necessary
to distinguish users concerning their security context and to
execute every action users want to perform in their respective
context. In particular, the following questions come up:
• How might an application be designed to allow multiple
interacting users logging in and logging out?
• How should the user credentials be managed?
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• How might VI events be distinguished by acting users?
• How might the application make use of this distinction
and link application actions to users?
• How should applications be designed to deal with multiple interacting users having different privileges?

III. PLATFORM SUPPORT FOR MULTI-USER
MULTI-ACCOUNT INTERACTION

An application featuring multi-user single-screen interaction
requires special support in the application's platform such
as handling the events from multiple , similar input devices
independently from each other. In addition, if multiple remote
users should be able to work in same way as local users, and if
VI actions should be linked to the users, an adequate concept
representing the users and their actions is needed.

A. Using Hands to Represent User Input
Morphic [7] is a completely object-oriented Gill framework. First implemented for the Self programming language ,
it was later adopted by Squeak Smalltalk. In applications
implemented with Morphic, every visible element on the
screen is represented by an object in the code, even the mouse
pointer. These objects used by Morphic are called Morphs,
according to this the object representing the mouse pointer
is called HandMorph . The concept of hands allows having
multiple hands that can be controlled by different sources.
Every hand object is responsible for communication with
the respective input source and generates corresponding VI
framework events. The default hand communicates with the
operating system and processes default streams of mouse and
keyboard events. Hand object are also able to determine the
ill element (the Morph) that is currently focused (keyboard
event) or that is directly below the mouse pointer. With that
knowledge they trigger the corresponding application event
processing for each incoming event.
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Figure 4. A participant moves a user story from one iteration to another. Due to the missing user context, the application cannot determine the user who
initiated the action, and is unable to check whether the acting user is privileged to perform the desired action.

B. Controlling Hands via Multiple Input Devices or VNC

device or via a VNC connection.

When multiple users interact with a single-screen, it is
usually desired that they can work with the application independently. This is comparable to a physical whiteboard, where
multiple users can draw at the same time. This requirement
can be achieved by using the concept of hands. Hand objects
obtain their event data from the corresponding input stream
autonomously. By using this concept, additional input streams
can be integrated; multiple hands, that is, mouse pointers and
cursors, can be controlled by different input source.
Common operating systems can activate multiple input
devices, but support only one system cursor. Input events from
these different devices are merged into one input event stream.
Thus, it makes no difference whether the connected mouse or
the built-in touchpad is used to control the system cursor. To
bypass the operation system's behavior, we developed special
support for Squeak's virtual machine (VM). The VM plugins
access separate streams of input event data using special lowerlevel operating system APIs. Details of this approach are
described in [8], [9]. The design of our VM extensions allows
attaching and detaching input devices during the application's
run-time.
Screen sharing or terminal server technologies, such as VNC
or the Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP), also support only one
cursor per session over all participants. The applications and
underlying protocols expect only input stream of one user. In
addition, the host user and the remote user share control over
the application using a single mouse pointer and cursor. The
selected application platform Squeak Smalltalk already has
integrated screen sharing support providing a VNC viewer and
server. We extended Squeak's VNC implementation, so that
client-side input events of different hands are transmitted to
the server in separate conceptual event streams. The platform
sharing the application manages dedicated hand objects for the
different event streams.
Hand objects abstract from concrete input sources and provide a defined interface to applications. Thus, it is transparent
to the application, whether they are controlled from a local

C. Impersonating Hands
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Until now multiple local or remote users can interact with
the application simultaneously and independently, because
users have their own hands. However, there is no relation
between the user and a cursor on the screen, that is, the
application does not have any information about the source
of events.
To provide this link between users and their hand, we
suggest to impersonate hands. Subsection III-A describes that
hand objects trigger the application's processing of UI framework events. We argue that every event processing should
be performed on behalf of the corresponding users. As we
describe below, hand objects are therefore required to manage
digital identities of acting users.
According to the suggested concept, hand objects have to
manage user credentials. When, for example, a new input
device is attached, a corresponding hand is created, not yet
providing any credentials. When the applications requires
credentials of the acting user, it has to ask the acting hand for
this information. Based on that request, the hand object opens a
dialog asking the user to provide username and password. This
information is then stored in the hand object for further use. To
avoid misuse of the dialog, only the user who wants to perform
the action can interact with the dialog. After completing the
login, the hand represents the user and every action performed
by this certain hand can be performed on behalf of the user.
The next section describes how an application can use this
information to link application actions to user accounts. When
a user logs out, the user's credentials are removed from the
hand.
When remote users connected via VNC also work with
the Squeak platform, their credentials stored in the their local
hand can be reused in the replicated hand. The hand morphs
replicating a remote user's hand subtype the standard hand
morphs. This subtype has a special behavior and can reuse
credentials transmitted via VNC, which is supported by our
extension to the VNC protocol. If users prefer VNC clients

that do not support our extension to the VNC protocol, the
implementation will fall back to the dialog-based query.
IV. ApPLICATION SUPPORT FOR MULTI-USER
MULTI-ACCOUNT INTERACTION

The section above introduces an extension to the hand
concept for representing individual users in a groupware
supporting multi-user single-screen interaction. Users can dynamically share and leave collaboration sessions; they can log
in and log out. A hand may represent either co-present users
or remote users connected via screen-sharing. With that, the
application platform provides the prerequisites to enable users
to act on their own behalf in targeted collaboration scenarios.
An application such as ProjectTalk can use the platform's
capabilities so that actions can be performed in the name of the
corresponding user. With that, users are able, for example, to
access all data they are allowed to. The application has to link
actions to user accounts, which is described in this section.
This results, however, in additional authorization issues. We
describe these issues and our approach to handle them. To ease
understanding of descriptions, we introduce the overall design
of ProjectTalk first.
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A. Design of ProjectTalk

ProjectTalk is a client-server application. Similar to other
collaborative client-server applications such as wikis, ProjectTalk has a central server component that allows different
members of a team to contribute at different places and times.
A single server handles the request of multiple clients. As all
data merges at the server, it is typically also responsible for
authenticating users and checking their access rights.
The client side of ProjectTalk consists basically of two
conceptional layers: a view layer and a model proxy layer.
Different views are bound to proxy objects in the model layer.
They get notified in case of updates leading them to request upto-date data and to render them again. The model proxy layer's
main concern is communicating with the server part of our
application and synchronizing all modifications to the model
proxy objects. Additionally, the model proxy layer provides a
repository of the root objects as the main entry point for view
specific application code. Starting from this, view code has
access to all objects of the model.
The client requests the server for data and is responsible for
keeping requested data in sync with the server. A user action
that modifies data results in request/response communication
between client and server. For example, changing a user story's
description (view object) results in a change of the story
object's description property (model object) which in tum
results in an update request to the server. The left side of
Fig. 5 depicts involved objects and their collaboration.
The server is designed to process every request on behalf
of a certain user. A client sending a request has to provide the
required information about this user. Similar to other server
applications, the request processing chain tries to answer three,
security-related questions at first.
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Figure 5. An exemplary processing of an event where the acting user has
not the necessary privileges for the action

• Who is the user that initiated the action to be performed?
• Is the user the one he pretends to be?
• Is the user allowed to perform the action?
If provided user credentials are valid and the user has
sufficient privileges, the requested actions will be performed.
Otherwise, the server will respond with an appropriate error
message.
B. Linking Users to Actions

The ProjectTalk client is required to provide the credentials
of the corresponding user for each server request. However, a
ProjectTalk client potentially interacts with many users simultaneously. Consequently, the client must provide information
about the user that initiated the currently processed action.
This requires the ability to distinguish performed actions by
users.
The platform concepts provided so far are not sufficient to
link application actions to users. A hand represents a user interacting with the application and stores the user's credentials.
Interacting with a graphical user interface (Gill) results in
framework events such as MouseUp that are handled by the
application. These events are linked with the corresponding
hand. So, an application method handling a Gill framework

event has access to the corresponding user information. But,
an event handler method typically uses other objects of the
application that do not have access to the original GUI event.
For example, the handling of a MouseUp event, originated by
a button confirming changes of a text edit field, can result in a
change of a model object, updating the description of a story
object (as depicted in Fig. 5).
Thus, the application requires a general concept of accessing
information about the acting user. In ProjectTalk, for instance,
the HTTP communication component is required to provide
the acting user. When a model object in the client gets
changed, the client sends an update request to the server; the
HTTP component augments the request by putting the user
credentials in the corresponding request header.
To our knowledge, there are three basic possibilities to
provide all parts of an application a general way to access
the information about the current user information. Current
user refers to the user that initiated the action leading to the
execution of the program fragment interested in these user
data.
• Passing an additional parameter around. Information
about the current user can be passed as an additional
parameter through the application, starting from the
framework providing hooks for applications to the code
that wants to access these data. Thus, developers have
to maintain the additional parameter for many methods
although these methods are not related to user specifics.
• Thread-local storage. Application servers typically provide the current user to application via thread-local
storage. For each incoming request, they pick a thread
out of a pool. This thread may than process the request
concurrently. At the beginning of the request processing,
the user is stored in thread-specific storage. Application
logic can access this data where ever necessary.
• Global variables. Global variables are another option to
share information between application parts independent
of message flow and parameter passing. It is, however,
an inadequate option if multiple threads are executed
concurrently accessing the same variable.
Other approaches, such as dynamic variables, have characteristic similar to those listed above and are thus not discussed
separately.
In ProjectTalk, the global variable ActiveHand is used to
share the current user among the application. As depicted in
Fig. 5, the event handler of the GUI framework puts the hand
that signaled the current event in the ActiveHand variable.
The use of this global variable does not cause problems,
because Squeak's GUI framework Morphic is single-threaded,
as most GUI frameworks are. If concurrency is required, for
instance, to realize asynchronous client-server communication,
the user information has to be handed over to additional
threads explicitly.
By accessing ActiveHand and putting the user credentials
in the HTTP request header, ProjectTalk links all actions to
users and enables them to thereby perform all actions on their
own behalf.
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C. Handling Client-side Authorization Issues

In groupware like ProjectTalk that supports both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration, additional authorization issues occur on the client-side. They need to be
handled by the application explicitly. We discussed that many
groupware systems typically build upon a user concept. When
a groupware provides role-specific behavior, it is often designed in a way that users see only the functionality they have
access to. In a project management software, for example,
only administrative users are able to create new projects;
users without these privileges cannot see this functionality. If
multiple users interact with a single screen at the same time,
the different users might have different privileges.
Groupware supporting multi-user single-screen can handle
this mismatch in three different ways. One way is displaying
the collective set of functionality all users have access to.
Unfortunately, users would be limited and could not use all
features they are allowed to. Another approach is presenting
every feature available to at least one user. As a result,
users can activate actions they are not allowed to perform.
Applications have to handle denied access explicitly and be
able to recover from this error. The last possibility is to (re)design the application so that, for instance, users are provided
with menus specific to their privileges.
The application design of ProjectTalk combines the second
and the last option. For example, some users will not be
allowed to modify user stories or move them between iterations. Still, all users have read access to these user interface
components; users unprivileged to perform a modification will
experience a failure and receive a corresponding message, as
presented in Fig. 1. The menu for opening projects exemplifies
the last option. For each user accessing the menu, it provides
specific content-only projects the user is a member of.
The handling of denied access gained special attention in
ProjectTalk, so that this concern is not scattered over the entire
application code. A typical user interface action results in one
or more HTTP request to the server. If the acting user is not
authorized to read or write specified resources, the server will
return with an unauthorized error. In the example depicted
in Fig. 5, the user tries to change the description of a user
story card. A HTTP error is responded and converted into an
application specific NotAuthorized exception. The exception
is handled in the implementation of the model proxy objects.
The proxy objects provide application specific interfaces that
are implemented generically. The proxy objects store object
properties and synchronize modifications with the server. If
the server processes the request successfully, the modification
will be applied to the corresponding description property of
the user story's proxy object, and bound views will get notified
about the change. Otherwise, the modifications are discarded,
the stories will show the old description, and the user will
receive an error message.
The implementation of both handling denied access and
linking actions to users is integrated well in the design of
ProjectTalk. Both concerns are well-separated from application
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specifics and the extensions can be integrated easily into other
applications.
V. RELATED WORK

The term groupware generally refers to a broad set of
applications, with different kinds supporting different collaboration scenarios. The computer supported cooperative work
matrix shown in Fig. 6 provides a classification for groupware
solutions according to the context of use; the matrix was
originally introduced in [3]. Following the argumentation in
[2], most groupware solutions do not belong to exactly one
category or another because most work activities do not
strictly adhere to this classification. ProjectTalk, for example,
belongs to all four categories as it supports asynchronous and
synchronous collaboration scenarios, and allows co-present as
well as geographically dispersed team members to contribute.
While many groupware solutions support more than one
collaboration scenario, according to our knowledge, previous
research has not yet addressed the combination of multi-user
single-screen interaction with other collaboration scenarios.
Groupware with a focus on asynchronous collaboration is
widely used and well-known, but it relies on the assumption
that only one user works with one client at a time. This
kind of groupware typically follows the classical client-server
architecture. Since many years researchers have investigated
into groupware solutions that support synchronous remote collaboration. Several different approaches were developed, some
are built upon a centralized and others upon a replicated architecture [10]. However, none of the current approaches meet
the needs of multi-user single-screen collaboration. Benefits of
using a single display by a co-present group simultaneously
were, for example, described in [11].
A. Single Display Groupware

Reference [4] introduces the term Single Display Groupware referring to applications that allow co-present users to
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contribute simultaneously. This and other works [1l]-[I4] also
provide empirical validation that working together on a task
has positive effects concerning motivation and efficiency. SDG
concepts become more important due to recent developments
in multi-touch displays [15], in Microsoft Surface or DiamondTouch [16].
One of the first SDG applications developed is the MultiDevice Multi-User Multi-Editor (MMM) [17]. It presents a
platform for different kinds of editors, for example a text editor
facilitating co-present multi-user interaction. MMM already
features dynamically joining a session and the authors present
a first analysis of user interface design techniques.
To simplify the development of SDG applications, researchers have developed application frameworks that support
processing of events from multiple input devices. The first
attempt to provide such a framework was Multiple Input
Devices [18] for the Java platform. It utilizes Microsoft DirectInput to gather data from connected mice and provides these
data as Java events. However, DirectInput no longer supports
some of the used functionality in Microsoft Windows 2000 and
later versions. In reference [9], the authors present the SDG
Toolkit for developing Microsoft .NET Framework applications. The SDG Toolkit, which is built on the Windows Raw
Input interface, was the first application framework supporting
separate input and control by multiple keyboards. It further
provides developers with special SDG user controls forming
the building blocks for new applications.
Reference [8] presents an extension to the X Window
System that enables single-display collaboration in control
room scenarios. Up to seven users can interact with a shared
XII screen acting from there own workstation, but only one
user at a time. The authors of [19] describe the design and
implementation of Multi-Pointer X Server (MPX). It allows
multiple users to control different applications on the same
physical screen simultaneously. All users are provided with
their own mouse pointer.
However, none of the reported approaches to multi-user
single-screen interaction has been combined with support
for other collaboration scenarios. Current SDG solutions and
technological concepts do not allow users to act on their on
behalf as they distinguish only input from different devices;
applications have not been prepared for linking actions to
users.
B. Groupware Supporting Remote Collaboration

When the primary purpose of a groupware is asynchronous
collaboration, such as in Wikis and project management applications, any kind of synchronous remote collaboration is
usually not well supported. The need for remote collaboration
in general, is addressed by many groupware technologies.
Some of them were also specifically designed for synchronous
remote collaboration scenarios. Such groupware systems typically enable awareness of collaborators interacting with the
application at the same time.
To collaborate with remote sites synchronously using unprepared applications, screen sharing technologies are commonly

used, often in connection with audio or video conferencing.
Virtual Collaboration Environments [20] such as such as
Open Croquet [21] leverage screen sharing technology for
integrating ordinary desktop applications and allow remote
participants to interact with them. However, only one user can
interact with the shared application at a time, and all users act
on the account of the host user. The concepts suggested in this
paper remove these restrictions. Participants can interact with
the shared application simultaneously and are also allowed to
act on their own behalf.
Apart from screen sharing, many other approaches to
synchronous remote collaboration have been investigated. In
contrast to centralized screen sharing setups, other approaches
are based on replicated architectures where low level [22] or
high level events [23] are exchanged between all participants
and executed on every participant's host. References [24],
[25] present frameworks that simplify the development of
replicated groupware for synchronous remote collaboration
scenarios. The framework described in [26] eases constructing
groupware that support synchronous as well as asynchronous
collaboration. However, reported approaches to supporting
remote collaboration have not yet incorporated concepts of
multi-user single-screen interaction.
Problems discussed in this paper are to be expected whenever a groupware that supports different collaboration scenarios such as asynchronous and synchronous remote collaboration, and that also relies on user accounts, should incorporate
multi-user single-screen interaction concepts. We argue that
the concepts suggested here are an adequate answer to these
problems. All groupware applications that do not support
multi-user single-screen interaction explicitly, rely on the
assumption that only one user interacts with a workstation at a
time. As a consequence, the software is unable to distinguish
between multiple acting users. Extensions to current concepts
as we suggest in this paper are required to enable applications
to link actions and users.
VI.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we argue for extending concepts to support
multi-user single-screen interaction in groupware applications.
Limitations of current concepts are described. Applications are
unable to distinguish actions of different users, which, in turn,
prevent users from acting on their on behalf. By using our
groupware ProjectTalk, we describe different scenarios that
require the distinction of acting users.
We present our extension to Morphic's hand concept that
allows to distinguish UI events by acting users. We describe
how applications can make use of this distinction and link
application actions to user accounts. The suggested concepts
unify the interaction with remote and local users as the interfaces can abstract from concrete input sources. Our approach
to impersonate hands further allows to manage the credentials
of all users interacting with the same screen.
The suggested concepts are integrated into ProjectTalk, a
groupware we developed to support collaborative activities in
XP teams. All co-present team members can interact with a
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single screen simultaneously. Groups of remote team members
can join via screen sharing technology. We extended the VNC
protocol enabling remote users to interact with the same shared
screen independently. Our approach allows co-present and
remote users to interact with ProjectTalk on their own behalf.
The integration of our concepts into the design of ProjectTalk
are described.
We also discuss issues that emerge when multiple users with
different privileges interact with the same screen. We present
multiple design options to handle these issues and describe
our solution for ProjectTalk.
For future work, we plan to revise user interface concepts
for our approach to multi-user multi-account single-screen
interaction. We will investigate into providing a new kind of
feedback to the users concerning their privileges. For example,
it would be handy if users know whether they are allowed to
perform a certain action before triggering it.
The concepts suggested in this paper allow distinguishing
events of different users and thus enable applications to link
actions to the acting user's account. Our presented approach
to multi-user multi-account single-screen interaction allows
users to interact with the same screen on their own behalf.
By integrating the concepts in ProjectTalk, all users are now
able to perform the set of actions they are privileged for, in
particular in multi-user single-screen collaboration scenarios.
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